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Abstract

With the proliferation of internet usage, a mas-
sive growth of consumer-generated content on
social media has been witnessed in recent years
that provide people’s opinions on diverse issues.
Through social media, users can convey their
emotions and thoughts in distinctive forms such
as text, image, audio, video, and emoji, which
leads to the advancement of the multimodality
of the content users on social networking sites.
This paper presents a technique for classifying
multimodal sentiment using the text modality
into five categories: highly positive, positive,
neutral, negative, and highly negative. A shared
task was organized to develop models that can
identify the sentiments expressed by the videos
of movie reviewers in both Malayalam and
Tamil languages. This work applied several
machine learning (LR, DT, MNB, SVM) and
deep learning (BiLSTM, CNN+BiLSTM) tech-
niques to accomplish the task. Results demon-
strate that the proposed model with the decision
tree (DT) outperformed the other methods and
won the competition by acquiring the highest
macro f1-score of 0.24.

1 Introduction

Over the years, sentiment analysis has grown to an
influential research domain with widespread com-
mercial applications in the enterprise. To date, a sig-
nificant number of applications have already been
used for classifying or analyzing textual sentiment,
including customer feedback (Pankaj et al., 2019;
Hossain et al., 2021a), recommendation systems
(Preethi et al., 2017), medicine analysis (Rajput,
2019), marketing, financial strategies (Jangid et al.,
2018) and so on (Sampath et al., 2022; Raviki-
ran et al., 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2022; Priyad-
harshini et al., 2022). Usually, people express their
opinions, emotions, and ideas through text over
the internet (Chakravarthi, 2020; Chakravarthi and
Muralidaran, 2021). However, the mode of com-
munication is gradually shifting from unimodal to

multimodal due to the rapid growth of all sorts
of media content, including massive collections
of videos (e.g., YouTube, Facebook, TikTok), au-
dio clips, and images (Chakravarthi et al., 2020b;
Bharathi et al., 2022). Classification of sentiment
utilizing multiple modalities is becoming increas-
ingly important and an exciting research topic. Mul-
timodal sentiment analysis can analyze public opin-
ions based on the speaker’s language, facial ges-
tures and acoustic behaviours, and voice’s intensity
(Ghanghor et al., 2021a,b; Yasaswini et al., 2021).

In recent years, a few studies have been per-
formed on unimodal sentiment analysis concerning
low-resource languages (e.g., Tamil, Malayalam,
Bengali) (Priyadharshini et al., 2020, 2021; Ku-
maresan et al., 2021; Chakravarthi et al., 2021a,
2020a). The most challenging task in categorizing
movie reviews is the interpretation of the words as
most of the time, words are anticipated to the ele-
ments of a movie, not the opinion of the reviewer
(Wöllmer et al., 2013; Mamun et al., 2022). More-
over, most language processing works mainly con-
centrate on high-resource languages like English,
Arabic, and other European languages, where stan-
dard datasets are not available for low-resource
languages. This work addresses the multimodal
sentiment analysis from movie reviews in Tamil.

Tamil is a member of the southern branch of
the Dravidian languages, a group of about 26 lan-
guages indigenous to the Indian subcontinent. It
is also classed as a member of the Tamil language
family, which contains the languages of around
35 ethno-linguistic groups, including the Irula and
Yerukula languages (Sakuntharaj and Mahesan,
2021, 2017, 2016; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019,
2020a,b, 2021). Tamil is an official language of
Tamil Nadu, Sri Lanka, Singapore, and the Union
Territory of Puducherry in India. Significant mi-
nority speak Tamil in the four other South Indian
states of Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, and
Telangana, as well as the Union Territory of the
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Andaman and Nicobar Islands. It is also spo-
ken by the Tamil diaspora, which may be found
in Malaysia, Myanmar, South Africa, the United
Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Australia,
and Mauritius (Subalalitha, 2019; Srinivasan and
Subalalitha, 2019; Narasimhan et al., 2018). Tamil
is also the native language of Sri Lankan Moors.
The term "Old Tamil" refers to the time of the
Tamil language from the 10th century BC to the
8th century AD. The earliest Old Tamil documents
are small inscriptions in Adichanallur dating from
905 BC to 696 BC. These inscriptions are written
in Tamil-Brahmi, a variation of the Brahmi script.
The Tolkppiyam, an early work on Tamil grammar
and poetics, is the first extended book in Old Tamil,
with layers dating back to the late 6th century BC
(Anita and Subalalitha, 2019b,a; Subalalitha and
Poovammal, 2018).

The significant contributions of this work illus-
trate as follows,

• Developed various machine learning (ML)
and deep learning (DL) based techniques to
classify the sentiments into five classes (i.e.,
highly positive, positive, neutral, negative,
and highly negative) for the Tamil language.

• Investigated the performance of the developed
models with careful experimentation and error
analysis.

2 Related Work

With the rapid popularization of social media, peo-
ple’s eagerness to express their views or opinions
on these mediums increases sharply. However, sen-
timent analysis in low-resource languages is still
rudimentary due to the scarcity of standard cor-
pora and limited language processing tools. Few
ML-based methods such as support vector machine
(SVM), logistic regression (LR), naive Bayes (NB)
have been used to analyze the textual sentiment in
Bengali (Naeem et al., 2020; Sharif et al., 2019).
Thavareesan and Mahesan (2019) performed senti-
ment analysis on five different Tamil text corpora
using various ML techniques with BoW and TF-
IDF features, which obtained the highest accuracy
of 79% with Extreme Gradient Boosting with Fast-
Text. Singla et al. (2017) experimented with NB,
DT, and SVM with the 10-fold cross-validation
achieving 81.75% accuracy with SVM. Phani et al.
(2016) used the SAIL corpus to assess the senti-
ment of tweets. They achieved the best perfor-

mance in Tamil with NB and Hindi, Bengali with
LR. The performance of these models is not very
impressive as they were unable to capture semantic
and contextual information in the text. The major
obstacles are the inherent ambiguity of the lan-
guage, the computational complexity of exploring
large amounts of content, resource-poor language
problems, and the contextual understanding of nat-
ural language (Zhou et al., 2021; Hossain et al.,
2021b).

Different DL models were applied to Malay-
alam tweets to classify them into positive and neg-
ative where Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) achieved
the highest accuracy (Soumya and Pramod, 2019).
Several approaches, including lexicon, supervised
ML, hybrid, were experimented on Tamil texts
(Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019; Phani et al.,
2016; Prasad et al., 2016). Abid et al. (2019) pro-
posed a joint structure that combines CNN and
RNN layers along with GloVE embeddings for
capturing long-term dependencies of Twitter data.
In another similar work, the sentiment lexicon is
used to enhance the sentiment features, and then
CNN-GRU networks are combined to analyze the
sentiment of product reviews (Yang et al., 2020).
Pranesh and Shekhar (2020) presented ‘MemeSem’
where VGG19 is used for visual and BERT for tex-
tual modality to analyze the sentiment of memes.
MemeSem outperformed all the unimodal and mul-
timodal baseline by 10.69% and 3.41% respectively.
Recently, the CNN + Bi-LSTM model (Xuanyuan
et al., 2021) has been employed to classify the
sentiment of Twitter data and gained the highest ac-
curacy of 90.2% for binary classification (positive
and negative).

3 Dataset Description

The dataset we have used for this task is provided
by the shared task organizers1. It is a collec-
tion of videos, audios, and text accumulated from
YouTube and manually annotated. The dataset is
divided into three sets (i.e., train, validation, and
test) and annotated into five classes: highly posi-
tive, positive, neutral, negative, and highly negative.
The dataset consists of a total of 134 videos, out of
which 70 are Malayalam videos and the remaining
64 are Tamil videos (Chakravarthi et al., 2021b;
Premjith et al., 2022). The length of the videos is
between 1 minute to 3 minutes. Table 1 presents
the distribution of the dataset. Table 2 shows the

1https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/36406
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number of samples in each category. This work
dealt with the Tamil language dataset only.

This work employed textual features to address
the assigned task. Participants have the freedom
to utilize unimodal data (i.e., video, audio, or text)
or multimodal (i.e., a combination of any two or
three modalities) features to perform the classifi-
cation task. Each text is provided in the *.docx
file format. Therefore, we extracted all the texts
from documents before starting the experimenta-
tion and evaluation (Section 4 provides a detailed
description).

4 Methodology

The objective of the task is to classify the under-
lying sentiments from movie reviews using video,
audio, and text modalities. However, we have used
only textual data to attain this goal. Initially, texts
were taken from the *.docx files and preprocessed
for further use. Subsequently, feature extraction
techniques are applied to get the features. Finally,
the extracted features are utilized to develop ML
and DL models to perform the classification task.
Figure 1 illustrates an abstract view of the senti-
ment analysis model.

4.1 Feature Extraction

TF-IDF technique has been used to extract the uni-
gram textual features for developing the ML mod-
els. On the other hand, Word2vec and FastText
(Grave et al., 2018) embeddings are used to train
the DL models. This work used pre-trained word
vectors which were trained on Common Crawl and
Wikipedia texts with a dimension of 300. In case
of Word2Vec embeddings, we employed the Keras
embedding layer to generate the vectors of length
260.

4.2 Classifiers

Four popular ML models (LR, DT, SVM, and
MNB) have been developed to address the task
using the ‘scikit-learn’ library. We devised the LR
technique with the regularization parameter (C=5)
and ‘lbfgs’ optimizer. The smoothing parameter
(α) settled to 1.0 in the case of MNB. Meanwhile
linear kernel with balanced class weight and C = ‘2’
was used for SVM. However, the DT model param-
eters are: class weight = ‘balanced’ and criterion =
‘gini’.

The task investigates two DL models (CNN and
BiLSTM) and their combination (CNN+BiLSTM).

For BiLSTM, we utilize the features extracted by
the Word2Vec with an embedding dimension of
100. The BiLSTM consists of 128 units, and the
dropout rate is set to 0.2 to reduce the overfit-
ting. Finally, features are flattened and passed
to the softmax layer for prediction. The model
is trained for 30 epochs with a batch size of 32.
For the CNN+BiLSTM based approach, we have
used pre-trained FastText embedding. The output
of Conv1D having 128 filters was fed to the max-
pooling layer to downsample the features. These
features were propagated to a bidirectional LSTM
layer with 128 units. The model was also trained
with a batch size of 32 for 30 epochs. For both mod-
els, the learning rate settled to 0.001, and ‘sparse
categorical crossentropy’ is used to evaluate the
loss. Keras callback function is utilized to save
the best model during training used for the final
evaluation. Table 3 shows the summary of hyper-
parameters used in the experiment.

5 Results and Analysis

Table 4 illustrates the performance of the models
in terms of precision, recall and f1-score measures.
The f1-score is used to decide the superiority of
the model.

The results demonstrate that the DT model out-
performed the other ML and DL models. The DT
models showed 86.6% of increased performance
compared to the ML models and improved by 140%
than the best DL model (CNN+BiLSTM). The
other ML models, such as LR, SVM, and MNB,
were classified all test instances as the positive
class. The BiLSTM with Word2Vec features pre-
dicts maximum reviews as neutral ones having a
macro f1 score of 0.07. However, after using the
pre-trained word embedding with combined CNN
and BiLSTM model, the macro f1-score has grown
to 0.10. Thus, the model shows an increase in
performance using pre-trained word embedding.
However, it cannot beat the DT model developed
based on the TF-IDF features.

Table 5 shows the class-wise f1-score of the
models. The PS class obtained the maximum
f1-score (0.80) in DT model because this class
contained the highest number of instances in the
dataset. In contrast, the HPS and HNE classes
showed the lowest f1-score (0.0). That means any
model cannot predict any sample of HPS and HNE
classes due to the minimal number of samples in
the dataset. In particular, HPS class contained only
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Tamil Malayalam
Dataset Train Test Validation Train Test Validation Size(MB)
Video 44 10 10 50 10 10 1111.8
Audio 44 10 10 50 10 10 162.2
Text 44 10 10 50 10 10 1.003
Total 132 30 30 150 30 30 1275.003

Table 1: Statistics of dataset

Input 
Texts

TF-IDF

- LR
- DT
- MNB
- SVM

ML Models

DL Models
- BiLSTM
- CNN+BiLSTM

Output 
Predictions

Word2Vec
FastText

Feature 
Extraction

Classifier

Figure 1: An overview of the sentiment analysis model

Class Label Tamil Malayalam
HPS 9 8
PS 39 38
NT 8 8
NE 12 5

HNE 2 5
Total 64 70

Table 2: Class-wise data sample distribution for each
language. Here HPS, PS, NT, NE, and HNE indicate
highly positive, positive, neutral, negative, and highly
negative, respectively

Hyperparameters Values
Dropout rate 0.2

Optimizer ‘adam’
Learning rate 0.001

Epoch 30
Batch size 32

Table 3: Summary of tuned hyperparameters

9 samples whereas, HNE consisting only 2.

5.1 Error Analysis
Table 4 confirmed that the DT model is the best
for the assigned task. The model’s performance
is further investigated using the confusion matrix
(Figure 2) with detailed error analysis.

Figure 2: Confusion matrix of the best model (DT)

The model can genuinely predict 4 positive re-
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Approach Classifier Precision Recall f1-score
LR 0.20 0.10 0.13

ML models DT 0.21 0.36 0.24
MNB 0.20 0.10 0.13
SVM 0.20 0.10 0.13

DL models BiLSTM 0.20 0.04 0.07
CNN+BiLSTM 0.12 0.09 0.10

Table 4: Performance comparison of various models on the test set

Classifier HPS PS NT NE HNE
LR 0.0 0.67 0.0 0.0 0.0
DT 0.0 0.80 0.0 0.40 0.0

MNB 0.0 0.67 0.0 0.0 0.0
SVM 0.0 0.67 0.0 0.0 0.0

BiLSTM 0.0 0.0 0.33 0.0 0.0
CNN+BiLSTM 0.0 0.50 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 5: Class-wise f1-score of classifiers

views among 5 reviews. It miss-classifies only one
neutral review as the positive class. The model
predicted the negative class correctly but miss-
classified the highly negative, neutral, and positive
class as a negative one. The DT model is failed to
predict the highly positive and the neutral classes.
The model’s low performance can be due to the
lack of training data samples. Since this work con-
sidered the text modality only, it might miss some
essential features associated with video and audio
samples. The use of multimodal features might
improve the performance of the system.

6 Conclusion

This paper investigated several ML and DL tech-
niques to address the sentiment analysis task on
a multimodal dataset in Tamil. Although the pro-
vided dataset included text, audio, and video modal-
ities, this work considered the text modality. Re-
sults indicate that the DT model outperformed the
other ML and DL models obtaining the maximum
macro f1-score (0.24). Surprisingly, DL models
showed poor performance compared to their ML
counterparts. Since the dataset is too small and
crooked, data oversampling techniques or any open
source large corpora can be used to create syn-
thetic data to improve performance. The scarcity of
training samples might cause lower scores. More-
over, excluding the video and audio features might
also hurt the model’s performance. We aim to in-
corporate multimodal features (video, audio, text)
and address the task with the recent transformer-
based models (i.e., IndicBERT, mBERT, XML-R,

MuRIL) in the future.
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